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 COMATEL NEWS 
  

  
  

COMATEL AWARDED AS "COMPANY OF THE YEAR" BY AZARPLUS 

Comatel was awarded as company of the year at the Azar Prize 2018 Event organized by the 
AzarPlus Magazine. The event held on 21st May at the Casino Gran Madrid Torrelodones 
brought together representatives of companies, associations and administrations that 
transmitted a message of future regarding the gaming industry. 

The president of Comatel Group, Fidel Molina, took the award on behalf of all the members 
who are part of the company, about 400 people, thanking them for their work and support to 
continue doing a good job. 

 
 

COMATEL PRESENTS THE NEW MULTILINER 500SW MACHINE 

The company Comatel includes in its wide range of products the new type B machine 
Multiliner 500SW for hostelry by the Austrian manufacturer Amatic. 

This model for one player consists of two video screens, one on the top and another on the 
bottom, which are also touchscreens. The top screen shows the win plan, help and animations 
related to the themes which are developed in the bottom video screen. 

In the main game, credits are inserted in the machine, where they are exchanged into "fichas" 
depending on the previously selected bet, by means of the movement of the "exchange arrow" 
that appears on the screen. In this exchange, the player can obtain an indeterminate number 
of "fichas". The cash bets are made to the main game, bets on "fichas" are made to the 
selected theme. 

 



Once the "fichas" are obtained, we can start playing the themes. We will select the bet that we 
are going to make in "fichas" and the chosen theme. Once the game is over, we can convert 
the "fichas" into cash prizes. Pressing the risk button, it is activated the drawing of the "fichas" 
to obtain a prize based on the number of "fichas" being played, and even nothing. 

The machine has a total of 35 themes, which are selected by clicking on the corresponding icon 
that appears on the bottom touch screen, the base and the development of them are very 
similar. 

On the Comatel website you will find the Autonomous Communities where the machine is 
approved: Multiliner 500SW 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW SHOWS 
 

 

COMATEL IS BACK AT THE EXPOJOC FAIR IN JUNE 

Comatel will participate as exhibitor in Expojoc during the days 11th and 12th June at Hall 8 in 

Feria Valencia. In its 7th edition, the leading company in the sector will exhibit its novelties in 

booth A16 of approximately 100m2. 

The Comatel Group will show its successful products as the Roulette Grand Jeu 24 HX, with the 

new JackPot presented at the International Gaming Fair last April in Madrid; Multiliner 

machines C24 with three screens, V24 model for Bar and Arcade, and Performer Gran Arc with 

three screens; all of them by the prestigious Austrian manufacturer Amatic. 

As a novelty in this 2019, Comatel will present in the exhibition several type B machines that 

stand out for their avant-garde design as the multigame machine of the Italian company Bakoo 

that includes up to four games, or the new arcade machines of the Czech manufacturer Mod 

Play. Another of the scoops that the distributor of amusement machines will have in its stand 

is the MLT ONE system, which has a central control unit in which 10 tablets with different 

games can be connected online. This system allows individual control of each tablet locating its 

situation which provides with comfort and privacy to each player during the game. 

http://comatel.es/producto/multiliner-500sw-completa/


The sports betting shop and online casino Pastón.es will be sharing space at the Comatel 

booth. It offers a wide variety of sports and markets to bet both live and in pre match with 

competitive fees. The young betting shop, which is operating a year and a half, is already a 

reference in the sector after the sponsorship of two football teams of La Liga 123: Real 

Sporting de Gijon and Granada CF. 

And of course, Comatel will have a bar area for all visitors to its booth to chat and have a 

relaxed drink. 

The Comatel team awaits you at booth A16 of Hall 8 in Feria Valencia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


